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Abstract 
Mobile-captured images are usually severely degraded due to the presence of geometrical distortion, non-uniform lighting 
and noise, such that table detection becomes more challenging compared to that in scanned images. To improve the 
performance of junction detection in junction based table detection algorithms, we propose a two-step table junction 
detection method for mobile-captured golf scorecard images based on observations. The first step is table boundary 
detection, which aims to detect and extract the table boundaries, or table ruling-lines. We efficiently detect the boundaries 
based on observations that the table boundaries constitute the only single maximum connected component in the luminance 
image. The second step is junction detection, which tries to capture table junctions at the intersections of horizontal and 
vertical table boundaries. A novel pattern matching technique is employed to capture the junctions on the line-enhanced 
skeleton of table ruling-lines. To further reduce computational power, down-sampling is performed on the high resolution 
scorecard images before table boundary detection, and the table region is cropped out for junction detection. As there is no 
available application specific image set, we build one which contains an amount of mobile-captured golf scorecard images 
with diversity in scorecard forms and mobile brands. Experimental results show that the proposed method can successfully 
locate tables and detect junctions on the mobile-captured golf scorecard image set. 
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1. Introduction  
As high portability and fast-response mobiles equipped with high performance digital cameras becomes 
widely available in recent years, mobile-captured document image recognition becomes one of the hot topics in 
document image analysis. Compared to scanned images acquired from flatbed scanners, images captured by 
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cameras especially those captured from mobile phones, usually suffer from geometrical distortion, non-uniform 
illumination, shading and noise which are inevitable due to non-predicable manual operation and imperfect 
conditional environments [1], [2]. Compared to images captured by professional digital cameras, images 
acquired from mobile phones are usually of much lower quality. 
Since table is a very common way to organize information in structured documents, table document image 
analysis has received much attention and a number of methods have been proposed [3], [4-8]. In general, the 
problem of table image analysis can be split into three categories: table detection, table classification, and 
tabular structure and table content recognition [9, chap. 19]. Conventional table image analysis algorithms 
always assume straight and parallel table boundaries which is true for flatbed scanned images. However, such 
an assumption does not hold for mobile-captured table images due to the ubiquitous geometrical distortion, 
non-uniform illumination, shading and noise. As a result, table analysis algorithms based on scanned images 
cannot be directly applied to mobile-captured table images. 
Comparing to scanned document image analysis algorithms, mobile-captured table image recognition 
algorithms aim to detect and recognize structured information from mobile acquired table images, and the 
processing procedure is usually split into 3 steps: table detection, table structure analysis and table recognition. 
As that has been stated in previous researches, better table detection result improves the overall performance of 
later table structure analysis and optical character recognition (OCR) [10], [9, chap. 8]. Therefore, the task of 
table detection becomes fundamental for table image analysis, and it can be further split into two tasks: the 
detection of table existence and the localization of table contents. 
Taking the background of creating a mobile-captured golf scorecard image processing system, the aim of 
this paper is limited to table detection. According to [9, chap. 19], score tables in golf scorecard are classified 
as simple 2-D Manhattan-layout forms with simple rows and columns organized in one level of hierarchy. Such 
kind of table images are usually processed by ruling-line based table detection methods [11], [12], and [4], the 
performance of which depends highly on how well the table ruling-lines are detected. To improve the 
performance of table ruling line detection, we first make observations of distinguished features from mobile-
captured golf scorecard images, then present an efficient two-step table junction detection algorithm. The 
limitations of the conventional methods are alleviated based on specific observations of various golf scorecard 
images. To the best of our knowledge, there is no other algorithms to locate table and table cells in mobile-
captured scorecard images. The rest of the paper is arranged as follows. Section 2 describes the ideas and 
limitations of the past works. Section 3 shows the details of proposed work based on observations. Section 4 
presents the experimental results and discussions. Finally, concluding remarks are given in Section 5. 
2. Related works  
Traditional table analysis algorithms focus on images scanned by high resolution flatbed scanners, which are 
of high quality in table features, such as gaps between rows, column, text regions, table boundaries and 
junctions. Many researchers focus on gap-based table analysis based on the observation of gap features 
between texts and boundaries. Kieninger et al. [11], [13] realized a table detection system named T-Recs by 
utilizing the bounding-box of texts. Cesarini et al. [12] presented an algorithm to detect the table region based 
on the commonly available feature of parallel and straight ruling-lines in table images. Similarly Gatos et al. [4] 
first estimated the horizontal and vertical ruling-lines utilizing morphological operations, then reconstructed the 
table according to the junctions from the estimated ruling-lines. In short, ruling-line based table detection 
algorithms utilizes the feature of straight and parallel table boundaries. In the case of noisy handwritten 
documents, Jin et al. [14] proposed a well-designed ruling-based approach. The approach first detects line 
segments and captures the intersections of horizontal and vertical ruling-lines as key points. Then, an 
optimization procedure is employed to further select the most probable key points constituting the table 
structure. Finally, the table is decomposed into a 2-D arrangement of cells.  
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The scanned image processing algorithms work well under the assumption of straight and parallel ruling-
lines. However, they always fail on camera-captured table images as those images usually suffer from 
geometrical distortion, non-uniform lighting and noise due to imperfect manual operation and complex 
environmental conditions. As a result, table detection in mobile phone captured images has to consider 
recovering such degradations or has to be designed independent of those issues. Recently, researchers present 
many de-warping algorithms, some are based on 3-D document surface features [5], and some utilize text line 
curvature [15], [8]. However, they are primarily designed for rich-text document images, not for scorecard table 
images which lacks of texts but rich of ruling-lines. To widen the application of camera-captured document 
images, Seo et al. [10] presented a novel junction-based algorithm utilizing the horizontal and vertical table 
ruling-lines. In their research, a multiple curve detection algorithm is proposed to detect the ruling-lines, the 
junction connectivity information is encoded into 12 junction labels after junction detection, and a creative cost 
function is designed to reflect their pairwise relationships for optimization. However, the algorithm is designed 
primarily for document images but not for Manhattan-layout table images, and the algorithm is time consuming 
when detecting ruling-lines and performing multiple curve detection. As a result, more efficient algorithms 
have to be developed to meet the need of mobile-captured scorecard image processing system. 
3. The presented junction detection method  
The objective of this paper is to efficiently detect table junctions for later cell location from mobile phone 
captured golf scorecard images based on observations of scorecard characteristics. Since golf scorecards are 
rich in table ruling-lines but lacks of texts, as the samples illustrated in Fig. 1, junction based table detection 
method is employed to take such advantages. The challenges are how to deal with geometrical distortions, non-
uniform lighting, shading and noise, and how to do that efficiently. Geometrical distortions such as skew and 
perspective transforms make the ruling-lines no longer straight nor parallel from a global view, non-uniform 
lighting and shading make the binarization result noisy, and noise blurs the ruling-lines. As a result, 
conventional methods should not be employed directly on mobile-captured images as the assumption of straight 
and parallel ruling-lines fails. In order to deal with these challenges, application specific considerations are 
required in the proposed approach. To reduce the impact of noise, Gaussian low pass filtering is required before 
adaptive image binarization. Furthermore, according to the observations, scorecard images are usually taken 
with care, so geometrical distortions like skew and perspective distortions are usually mild. Such an 
observation makes it reasonable to approximate the ruling-lines as locally straight and parallel [10], [16], such 
an approximation helps in three folds. Firstly, noise generated from non-uniform lighting and shading is 
reduced by a novel local straight line enhancement method. Secondly, table junctions are detected locally from 
segmented image blocks. Thirdly, junction labeling can take the advantage of pairwise relationships. 
We propose a two-step approach, table ruling-line detection and table junction detection, to execute junction 
detection for junction based table image analysis algorithms. The first step is table ruling-line detection, which 
aims to detect, extract and enhance the table ruling-lines. According to the observations, the table ruling-lines 
constitute the only single maximum connected component (CC) and occupies most of the image area in the 
luminance image. As a result, table ruling-lines are detected and extracted out as the maximum CC in the 
binary image. The extracted ruling-lines are usually thick and blurred by noises, so the ruling-line skeleton is 
obtained and a novel line enhancement algorithm is proposed to reduce those blurs. The second step is junction 
detection, which tries to capture junctions as the intersections of horizontal and vertical table boundaries. In this 
step, we propose a novel efficient junction pattern matching technique to detect junctions from the line-
enhanced skeleton of table ruling-lines. To further reduce computational power, down-sampling is performed 
on the high resolution images before table detection, and junction detection is restricted to the extracted score 
table region. In addition, multiplication and division operations are minimized to the greatest extent.  
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3.1. Observations 
To formulate the rules of table detection in mobile phone captured images, we have checked quite an 
amount of various typical scorecard tables in use from perspectives of table format, distortion, background, 
shading and noise, and some of them are shown in Fig. 1. The observations are listed as below: 
x Simple 2-D form. Scorecard table is of simple 2-D form with horizontal and vertical ruling-lines. Clear gaps 
exist between cell content and the cell boundary, including the handwritten score numbers. 
x Non-uniform table format. Table format and contents varies in different scorecards; the number of rows 
varies from 9 to 15 and the number of columns varies from 10 to 13. 
x Rich of ruling-lines, but lacks of texts. 
x The score table locates at the center of mobile-captured images, and it occupies most of the image area. 
x Degradations. Scorecard images may be captured by different people and mobiles with various small angles, 
so geometrical distortion, non-uniform lighting, fading and image quality degradation commonly exist. 
Summarizing from the above observations, we know that the golf scorecard structures are very simple, and 
the ruling-lines are the most obvious features for table detection algorithms, so ruling-line based table analysis 
algorithms are employed in this paper. 
3.2. Table boundary detection 
In the application of golf scorecard image analysis, the resolution of mobile-captured image is usually too 
high but the quality is usually too low comparing to the simple table structure. So the first step in table 
boundary detection is to sample down the captured image proportionally to a lower resolution. Such a step 
impacts no table detection accuracy but speeds up exponentially the efficiency of the proposed algorithm. In 
this paper, we fix the row number of an image after resizing to 1024 and get a lower resolution color image in 
RGB domain. According to the observations and the formats of scorecards, including foreground and 
background colors, there is no easy way to utilize the advantages of RGB information, so we convert it to a 
gray scale image by calculating the luminance component 
,3/)),(),(),((),( yxByxGyxRyxI    (1) 
where I, R, G and B are the luminance component, red component, green component and blue component 
respectively of the pixel at (x, y). 
In order to reduce the impact of noise generated during image acquiring, a low pass Gaussian filter is used 
on the gray scale image before binarization. The Gaussian blurred grayscale image is then converted to binary 
using a simple but well-known local adaptive threshold method based local mean. The local mean is 
Fig. 1 Sample images of mobile-captured golf scorecards, (a) normal; (b) with complex background;  
(c) with perspective distorted; (d) with irregular ruling-lines 
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Algorithm 1 Algorithm of straight line enhancement  
Require: The skeleton of the ruling-lines, ICC 
Ensure: The enhanced version of ICC , ICE 
Steps: 
1.  Get the height and width of ICC and denote them by M and N respectively.  
2.  Create a new image ICE with the same size as ICC, and initialize its elements as all 0.  
3.  Determine the value of L using Eq.4.  
4.  Determine the value of each and every pixel located at (x, y) in ICC using the 4 neighborhood regions as  
illustrated in Fig. 2:  
5.  If sum(BN ) > L כ 0:6, then ICE (x, y) = 1; 
6.  If sum(BE ) > L כ 0:6, then ICE (x, y) = 1; 
7.  If sum(BS ) > L כ 0:6, then ICE (x, y) = 1; 
8.  If sum(BW ) > L כ 0:6, then ICE (x, y) = 1;  
®¯­
 otherwise,,1
),,(),(,0
),(
yxTyxI
yxI BW   (2) 
where I(x, y) is the mean of the neighborhood of size LB centered at pixel (x, y), it is calculated by 
^ ` ,),(),(),,(),( 1P yxyxyxImeanyxT B   (3) 
where μ1 is an offset constant extracted from local mean. The threshold T(x, y) is determined adaptively by the 
local distribution so as to reduce the impact of non-uniform lighting and shading. 
According to the observations, the table ruling-lines constitute the maximum CC of the binary image in the 
4-neighbourhood system. The extracted ruling-lines might be thick, so thinning operation is performed to get 
the skeleton. To increase computation efficiency, the minimum bounding box surrounding the skeleton is 
extracted out and we denote it as. However, ICC is not suitable for junction detection as many blurs are found 
nearby the ruling-line skeleton. Comparing with the gray scale image, we find blurs prefer to locate in distorted 
regions, the shading boundaries and table cells with narrow gaps. To reduce the impact of blurs, we present a 
straight line enhancement method based on the observation that ruling-lines can be locally assumed straight and 
parallel. The method simply estimates if a pixel is on a straight line by its L neighbors of the same direction in 
the 4-neighbourhood system, as specified in Fig.2. The algorithm details are described in Alg. 1.  
In Alg. 1, the length L of neighborhoods of pixel (x, y) comes from observations, and it is calculated as 
^ ` ,6/14/,15/min NML    (4) 
where M and N are the height and width of ICC respectively, the constants 15 and 14 are the maximum number 
of rows and columns in the score tables according to the observations, M=15 and N=14 are the estimated 
minimum cell height and width separately, so L is one sixth of the smaller side of a table cell. The intention of 
using L is that we assume ruling-lines are straight and parallel within the scope of L, and the assumption holds 
in real-world applications. The effect of line enhancement algorithm is illustrated in Fig. 3, wherein Fig. 3(a) 
and Fig. 3(b) provide the skeleton and the detected junctions from ICC and ICE respectively. It is clear that more 
junctions are detected correctly after line enhancement, even there is one missing compared to the non-
enhanced skeleton. The performance of line enhancement algorithm is further detailed in experimental analysis. 
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3.3. Junction detection 
The image ICE from table boundary detection contains the skeleton of ruling-lines and the junctions of their 
intersections, as shown in Fig. 3. According to the observation, ruling-lines are locally straight and parallel, 
especially in the vertical direction [16], [10]. Junctions are the intersections of horizontal and vertical lines, and 
they are classified into 12 junction patterns following the definition in [10]. We basically follow their definition 
but add decimal values to the pattern labels directly, as illustrated in table. 1, wherein the 4 bits b3b2b1b0 in 
vector label indicate the existence of edge N(orth), E(ast), S(outh) and W(est) respectively. For better usage of 
label pattern in experiments, the decimal value of label pattern is derived using VP = ∑bi2i, 0 ≤ i ≤ 3. 
As ruling-lines are locally straight and parallel, junctions where horizontal and vertical lines intersects are 
detected through pattern matching, which checks if the 4 neighborhood regions is similar as that illustrated in 
Fig.2. Comparing to the size of the neighborhood regions in Fig.2, the value of W is set to 3 in pattern matching 
to adapt to probably existing skews and blurs, we denote the new value as WP. The value of L is doubled for 
accurate pattern matching and we denote the new value as LP. As pattern matching lacks of efficiency, to speed 
up patching matching, we filter pixels according to the pixel distribution in a 3 by 3 neighborhoods B33 and get 
the candidate junctions  
°¯
°®
­ t ¦
otherwise,,0
),,(),(,),(,1
),( 332
yxBjiIjiI
yxI CECEF
P
 (5) 
Fig. 2 The 4 neighborhoods in line enhancement, where W = 1, and L is determined by Eq.4. 
Fig. 3 Comparison of ruling-line skeletons marked with junctions before and after line enhancement, (a) image ICC; (b) image ICE. 
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where B33(x, y) is the 3 by 3 neighborhood of pixel ICE(x, y), and IF(x, y)  is the filter output. If IF(x, y) = 1, we 
perform pattern matching on pixel (x, y) and its 4 neighborhood regions to get the pattern label 
^ ` .,,,,,,,,2),(),( 32103210
),(
WSEN
BB ByxI
i
P BBBBBBBBBBBBByxIyxI
i i
     u ¦ ¦
 
 (6) 
Table 1 Junction pattern definition 
Index 
Decimal 
Value 
Vector Label 
b3b2b1b0 
Sym. Index 
Decimal 
Value 
Vector Label 
b3b2b1b0 
Sym. 
ķ 14 1110 ├ Ľ 12 1100 └ 
ĸ 11 1011 ┤ ľ 9 1001 ┘ 
Ĺ 7 0111 ┬ Ŀ 15 1111 ┼ 
ĺ 13 1101 ┴ ŀ 5 0101 ─ 
Ļ 6 0110 ┌ ջ 10 1010 │ 
ļ 3 0011 ┐ ռ 0 0000 ● 
 
The proposed novel junction detection algorithm is described in Alg. 2. 
 
Algorithm 2 Table junction detection  
Require: The line enhanced image of ruling-line skeleton,  ICC 
Ensure: A ternary vector VJP, in which a ternary is <x, y, IP(x, y)> 
Steps: 
1.  Calculate the value of LP. 
2.  For each pixel ICE(x, y), calculate IF(x, y) as specified by Eq. 5.  
3.  If IF(x, y) equals to 1, calculate pattern label IP(x, y) using Eq. 6.  
4.  If IP(x, y) is a label from ཰ to ླྀ, store the ternary <x, y, IP(x, y)> into VJP.  
5.  Cluster junctions in small scopes of LP ⁄ 3 to remove blurs around real junctions. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 4 Junction-marked scorecard images acquired by different mobiles, (a) IPhone 5C; (b) Huawei 3X; (c) Redmi 
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4. Experiments and analysis  
Since the presented work is the first attempt of table detection in the application of mobile-captured golf 
scorecard images, we build an application specific image set composed of 90 scorecard images captured from 
30 scorecards with 3 different mobile phones. The brands of the 3 mobiles phones are IPhone 5C, Huawei 3X 
and Redmi, with default image resolutions 3264×2448, 4096×2304 and 4028×3120 respectively. Flashlight is 
turned off during image acquisition to avoid severe image degradation in some phones. The captured 
scorecards contain no handwritten scores as we assume score numbers are strictly within table cells, so it makes 
no difference with the printed texts and we leave scorecards with handwritten scores as one of our future 
researches. Fig. 4 illustrates 3 images of the same scorecard from the 3 different mobiles, from which we can 
see that perspective distortion, skew, warping, non-uniform lighting and noise. 
For objective evaluation of the proposed junction detection algorithm, we compute the precision (P), the 
recall (R) and the F-measure as harmonic mean (F), as specified in Eq. 7 respectively. The three measures P, R 
and F are calculated on junctions of the whole table, junctions on the outer-side table boundaries and junctions 
within the outer-side table boundaries respectively as 
,
2
,,
RP
RP
F
N
tp
R
N
tp
P
RD 
uu     (7) 
where tp is the number of positive detections, ND is the number of detected junctions, NR is the number of 
junctions in table. 
The experimental results for the line enhancement algorithm is listed in table. 2. It is clear that the recall R of 
ICE outperforms that of ICC, indicating more junctions are correctly detected after line enhancement, this proves 
the effectiveness of line enhancement. The drawback is that the precision P is decreased, meaning more fault 
junctions are detected due to line enhancement. However, such fault junctions can be easily removed in 
junction labeling as they differ much from junctions in junction characteristics. In one word, the proposed 
ruling-line enhancement method successfully contributes to table detection in golf scorecard images. 
Table 2 Junction detection performance before and after line enhancement 
 P (%) R (%) F (%) 
Before line enhancement 96.38 91.48 93.39 
After line enhancement 93.63 94.58 93.51 
Table 3 Junction detection performance in different table regions 
 P (%) R (%) F (%) 
JALL 93.63 94.58 93.51 
JOnB 92.74 99.69 95.67 
JInT 95.26 92.19 92.91 
 
The performance of the proposed work in different regions of the table is also evaluated, as illustrated in 
table.3, where JALL, JOnB, and JInT stand separately for the detection performance of junctions of the whole 
table, junctions on the outer-side table boundaries and junctions within the outer-side table boundaries. From 
the P, R and F measures of JALL, we can see nearly all the junctions are correctly detected. From the R measure 
of JOnB, we can see nearly all the detected junctions on the outer-side table borders are true detections. The 
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performance for JInT is a bit low compared to the previous two, the reason is explained in the following 
paragraph. As a whole, the performance of the proposed algorithm is good enough for later junction labeling. 
Looking through the images with high miss detection, we find various issues resulting in junction miss 
detection. The first issue is motion blur which exists in some of the images, as illustrated in Fig. 5. As a result, 
the ruling-lines within score tables, which are usually thinner compared to the outer-side borders, seems as 
noise after binarization. The second issue is that if the border and the background are of close gray levels, the 
binarization fails to differ the ruling-lines from the background, as illustrated in Fig. 6. The third issue is the 
thickness of ruling-lines varies, especially the ruling-lines within the table and those on the outer-side 
boundaries, which exists in both Fig. 5 and Fig. 6. As a result, the pixels on the thinner ruling-lines close to the 
intersections are usually classified as background. In one word, the impact of binarization seems critical when 
faced with the above issues, and poor binarization is the primary cause for junction miss detection. 
We further check images with high false detection rate, most of which looks like those in Fig. 7, where the 
text regions are too close to the ruling-lines and the background pixel value is similar to that on the ruling-lines. 
Thus the adaptive binarization process fails to separate the ruling-lines from the text region and background. 
Even the employed simple local adaptive binarization algorithm is not able to handle this issue, we can remove 
the false detections during junction labeling by utilizing their pair-wise relationships during junction labeling. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 7 Sample image of false detection in images with rich texts, (a) binary image; (b) skeleton image 
Fig. 6 Sample image of missed detection in images with close to black background, (a) binary image; (b) skeleton image 
Fig. 5 Sample image of missed detection in images with motion blur, (a) binary image; (b) skeleton image 
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5. Conclusion  
In this paper, we have proposed a junction detection algorithm for the mobile-captured scorecard images in 
golf sport applications, where the score tables follow Manhattan-layout with well-designed horizontal and 
vertical ruling-lines. We decompose the problem of junction detection into two steps, table ruling-line detection 
and junction detection. The problems in each step is addressed by developing specific techniques according to 
the observations. Specifically, we consider the table ruling-lines as the maximum connected component and 
developed a line enhancement algorithm to improve the ruling-line skeleton. Also, the junction detection 
problem is formulated as pattern matching considering junctions’ local neighborhoods in 4 directions. 
Experimental results on the built golf scorecard image set show that the algorithm works well in the application 
scenario. From experimental result analysis, we can see the major issue deteriorating the junction detection 
performance is poor binarization, and this gives us an improvement direction for further studies. 
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